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He rangi tā Matawhāiti, he rangi tā Matawhānui
The person with a narrow vision sees a narrow horizon, 

the person with a wide vision sees a wide horizon.

“managers who expand their imagination to see a wider range of possible 
futures will be much better positioned to take advantage of the unexpected 

opportunities that will come along” 
(Schoemaker, 1995: 25)

Motivation for the studies



• Wicked problems (environment / society)

• Defy easy problem definition and solutions

• Require whole systems thinking – interconnectedness

• Future of ‘work’ as a wicked problem

• Future issues are not easy defined nor solved and nor is work

• Systems thinking: trying to take a broad perspective to examine the 

relationships between the wicked problem + work.

• Also examines the interconnectedness between work and 

environment 

Conceptualising the future



Generation x, y …Z
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Trends:

SOCIAL

antevenio.com

https://www.antevenio.com/it/blog/strategie-di-marketing-digitale-per-attirare-studenti/


Ageing workforce
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Extreme weather events

Change in agriculture & food 
production

Loss of coastal areas – major 
ports of the world

Migration

Issues of insurance, housing, 
access to fresh water, access to 
raw materials, a place to live!
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CLIMATE CHANGE



• End of cheap oil

• Water wars

• Energy – decentralisation & shift

• Feeding the world
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RESOURCE SCARCITY



• New models of economy

• New business models
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ECONOMY

https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/circular-
economy/overview/concept



The convergence of industrial 
production and information and 
communication technologies.

Interoperability

Information transparency

Technical assistance

Decentralized decisions
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Hermann, M., Pentek, T., & Otto, B. (2016, January). 
Design principles for industrie 4.0 scenarios. In System 
Sciences (HICSS), 2016 49th Hawaii International 
Conference on (pp. 3928-3937). IEEE

TECHNOLOGY
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Three Studies



Common Method

Study 1 Study 2 Study 3

Stage I Environmental Scan

Stage II Focus Groups Interviews

Stage III Expert Panel Development

Stage III: Round One
Qualitative 

Questionnaire
Quantitative Questionnaire

Stage III: Round Two Scenario Development

Stage III: Round Three Actions: What do we do now



• Systems level approach to the study of the future

‣ Relationships between elements in the system – political, environment, 
social, economic, technological, legal

• Listen to Participant Voice - people, community, governance…

1. What does the future of work look like in the ICT industry? 

2. What strategic thinking is needed now to develop resilience within the ICT 
industry?

3. How can we create scenarios about the future of work that are perceived 
as plausible?

ICT in Dunedin to 2040



ICT in Dunedin: Some Results



Questionnaire: Key Results



What keeps you awake at night?



Three Scenarios



Recommendations for Change



Actions



What do we need to do now?



But not one participant 
mentioned a global 
pandemic impacting the 
future of work…



Remote Working Survey 

May 2020

Where to….



Remote Working

Flexible Working
Part-Time Working
Working-from-Home
Compressed Week
Four Day Week

BUT in COVID19:
• Working from home
• Social experiment
• We did it?



Before and after COVID19
Before Moving Forward



Productivity
Productivity Working Effectively



Optimism



Challenges & Opportunities



What Managers can do
Support Well-being

Nothing, equipment, support, team, communication, check-in



Question Strongly agree Somewhat agree Neither agree 
nor disagree

Somewhat 
disagree

Strongly 
disagree

My organisation is regularly 
communicating with me

67.63% 1515 23.26% 521 3.75% 84 3.88% 87 1.47% 33

I feel informed by my 
organisation

57.91% 1274 29.27% 644 6.05% 133 4.55% 100 2.23% 49

I feel supported by my 
organisation

49.60% 1108 31.02% 693 10.38% 232 6.80% 152 2.19% 49

I feel part of the team 51.06% 1135 30.86% 686 9.63% 214 6.57% 146 1.89% 42

My organisation is doing its 
best in the circumstances

61.33% 1367 26.29% 586 5.92% 132 5.16% 115 1.30% 29

My organisation is providing 
me with well-being supports

39.20% 875 28.90% 645 18.06% 403 8.96% 200 4.88% 109

My organisation is providing 
me with ergonomic and health 
& safety advice for working 
remotely

22.91% 512 25.19% 563 20.04% 448 18.08% 404 13.78% 308

Organisational Confidence



Future working from home challenges



One Size Does Not Fit All…

• Trust
• Control
• Technology
• Managerial Skill
• Goal setting
• Output based performance management
• Clear policy and procedure – expectation setting
• Health and safety alignment

Ingredients:



Remote working is not for every individual, role or 
organization

• Switching off
• Isolation
• Invisibility
• Workplace culture development
• Social capital
• Developing individual human capital 

Risks:



But…

• Work-life balance…gender skewed
• Reduced Carbon Foot-Print
• Decreased distraction
• Increased productivity…but who benefits

Potential:



• Surveillance
• Seen as a childcare solution
• Overly monitoring
• No clear plan
• Human face-to-face interaction 

not built in

Disaster:



Some thoughts….Gender
COVID19 Remote Working Survey Response Rate

Unemployment rate for the June quarter (Stats NZ)
• Female rose to 4.4%
• Male fell to 3.6%
• Underutilisation rate: Female rose to 14.9% from 12.7%
• 60 to 70% of those who lost their jobs, would be women



Gender & COVID19



What does it 
mean?

Individual

• Remote working can (DID) work

• Employees want more remote work

• Flexibility is key

Society

• City centre businesses will lose out

• Reduced carbon footprint

Organisational

• Rethink performance management 

• Consider psychological commitment 

• Well-being and ergonomics at home

• Social isolation

• Remote workers can be overlooked - invisibility



2021 In this moment we have an 
opportunity:
• Embrace flexible workplaces and 

future proof for new generations.
• Move to low carbon to future proof 

for climate change.
• Develop new business models that 

are inclusive and resilient.


